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like to recognize David MacKay for his wonderful guide: Sustainable Energy - Without
the Hot Air. MacKay has not merely...
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Let's Get Real About Energy 
Physics and Physicists — This is a rather good and eye-opening article. It gives, in very
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understand. ...
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space.com 30 days ago — Mathematicians have proposed an alternative explanation
for the accelerating expansion of the universe that does not rely on the mystifying idea
of dark energy.

Science/AAAS | Science Magazine: Research, news and commentary 
sciencemag.org 4/23/2009 — Science/AAAS | Science Magazine: Research, news and
commentary

Top 50 Alternative Medicine Blogs 
onlinenursingdegreeguide.org 7/20/2009 — Alternative medicine has been shown to be
quite effective in some cases, at times surpassing traditional medicine. Here are the
top 50 alternative medicine bloggers.

Real Climate Economics 
realclimateeconomics.org 5/1/2009 — The Real Climate Economics website offers a
reader s guide to the real economics of climate change, an emerging body of
scholarship that is consistent with the urgency of the problem as seen from a climate
science perspective. As the climate policy ...

Thinking About Real World Fallout 
scienceblogs.com 5/12/2009 — So in case you missed it, since it occurred on a very
bloggy timescale, our good blog friend DamnedGoodTechnician was outed at work.
Leading to much unpleasantness with some people above her in the management
chain at MassivePharma. DGT then decided ...

$2.5 billion spent, no alternative cures found 
msnbc.msn.com 6/10/2009 — Ten years ago the government set out to test alternative
health remedies to find the ones that work. After spending $2.5 billion, the answer
seems to be that almost none of them do.
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